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Abstract We describe the design ora balloon-borne Imaging X-ray Polarimeter for 
Solar flares (IX PS). This novel instrument, a Time Projection Chamber (TPq fo r 
photoelectric polarimetry, will be capable of measuring polarization at the few per
cent level in the 20- 50 keY energy range during an M- or X·class flare , and will 
provide imaging information at the ~JO arcscc level. The primary objective of such 
observations is to determine the direct ivity of nonthennal high-energy electrons pro
ducing solar hard X-rays, and hence to learn about the partic le acceleration and en
ergy release processes in solar Rares. Secondary objectives include the separation of 
the thermal and nonthermal components of the flare X-ray em issions and the separa
tion of photospheric albedo fluxes from direct emissions. 
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1 Introduction 

Astrophysical interest in high-energy polarization measurements has remained high 
for decades. The initia l measurements of the X-ray polarization or lhe Crab Nebula 
were made in the 1970s [39,57] but polarization measurements have remained in
strumentally challenging. Only recen tly have the measurements of the Crab been ex
tended to gamma-ray energies [13, 18]. ObsclVlltionally, however, the field is poised 
to explode as is evident from the recent selection orlhe Grav ity and Extreme Mag
netism SMEX (GEMS) (50]. The workshop on "The Coming Age of X-ray Polarime
try" held in Rome in Apri l 2009 attracted over 100 participants and featured many 
presentations on now feas ible instruments (in various stages of development) with 
sensitivities sufficiently high to be of interest for astrophysics Pl. 

Our understand ing of electron acceleration in solar flares rcmains limited despite 
detailed spectral and tcmponl l imaging of the resulting hard X-ray (HXR) brems· 
strahlung. Polarization measurements provide direct infonnation on the degree of 
beaming of the accelerated electrons, an important aspect of particle acceleration 
models. Available measurements arc tantalizing but insufficient to distinguish be
tween competing models. 

The re latively ncw application of the time-projection technique to photoclectric 
polarimctry has cmcrged in the last few years and provides important new capabilities 
in the 20-100 keV band. This is an important complement to Compton polarimelers, 
which remain more sensitive at cnergies above 100 keV. This photoelectric technique 
readily scales to the large effective areas required for solar HXR imaging polarimetry. 

1. 1 Scientific Motivation 

Our knowledge of the hard X-ray (HXR) bremsstrahlung produced in solar flares, 
a key diagnostic of e lectron accelerat ion, remains fundamentally incomplete. The 
temporal and spectral signa tures have been studied fo r almost half a century, cuI· 
minating in the unprecedented observations from the Reuven Ramaty High-Energy 
Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) [30}. We now have detailed knowledge of the 
spectrum and the spatia l structure of the HXR sources and their evolution with time. 
Kontar and Brown [25J have presented a model including spectra l energy contribu· 
tions from both direct emission and the albedo flux , caused by Compton scattcr of 
downward-propagating photons in the solar photosphere, wi th a resulting enhance
ment of flux directcd toward the obscrver [2J. They applied th is model to spectra 
from two flares observed by JUIESSJ enabling a determination of the directivity (i .e., 
degree of anisotropy) of the the nonthennal electron distribution for each flare. Po
larimetry would provide more powerful measures of the directivity than relying on 
energy spectra alone. Polarimetry yields direct infonnation on the directivity of the 
emitting electron population and so provides critical constmints on the acceleration 
mechanism. Imaging polarimetry is necessary to separate thc flare footpoints and 
coronal sources since they arc likely to have vastly different degrees of polarization. 
Imaging polarimetry can a lso reveal the characteristic polarimetric signature of the 
photospheric albedo patch, clearly distinguishing it from the direct X-ray flux. which 
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is expected to have a sign ificantly different spatial distribution of the magnitude and 
orientation of the polarization vector [2). Such measurements are especially signifi
cant in the 10-100 keY range, where the frac tional contribution of the reflected albedo 
flux to the total measured flux is the grclllest- up to 50% at 30 keY [2,26]. However, 
there are no convincing measurements of HXR polari zation. 

We are finally st'Cing the onset of observations capable of tes ting the numerous 
theoretical predictions of solar HXR polarization that have been in the literature for 
decades. The few existing polarization measurements are intriguing but inconclusive. 
Collectively, thcy suggest that Ihemagnitude of the polarization vector is of the order 
predicted by models that have a strong anisotropy of the emilling electrons. However, 
the measured orientation of this vector may be in a direction substantially different 
from the local solar rudial that is predicted by most solar flare models {14]. This raises 
the fascinating possib ility that significant refinements may be required in our models 
for panicle acceleration and transport in solar flares. 

The cross-section for bremsstruhlung emission depends on the linear polarization 
angle of the emitted photon measured relative to the plane contai ning the pre-co ll ision 
electron velocity vector and the direction of photon em ission [19). Taking into ac
count that the accelerated electrons spiral around guiding magnetic field lines. one 
customarily measures the polarization angle resulting from a given electron collision 
with respect to a fixed planc defined by two vectors: the guiding magnetic fie ld and 
the dircction of photon emission (i.e., the line-of-sight to the observer) [20). If the 
magnetic fi eld direction is taken to be the solar venical, this reference plane contains 
the vector from the centcr of the solar disk to the flare loeati on. By convention, a 
polarization fraction is denoted as positive if the orientation of the polarization vec
tor is perpendicu lar to this radial vector in the solar disk. Thc polarization fruction is 
negative if the polarization vector is parallel to thc radial vector. 

Numerous au thors have constructed a variety of solar flare models to calculate 
the expected polarization degrec and orientation. They have incorporated different 
source geometries, electron energy spcctra, and angular di stributions. They havc in
voked propagation of nonthermal electrons into a thick target [11,21,27,2,28,29], 
emission from a themllll source with a nonuniform temperaturc structure [ 151, and 
a combination of the above [16}. Models involving the downward beaming of accel· 
erated electrons generally predict a predominantly radial (negative) direction for the 
polarization vector in the deka-keV photon energy range. Magnitudes range from a 
few percent to a fcw tens of percent, depending mostly on the assumed degree of 
downward anisotropy of the emitling electrons. A non-radial polarization vector is 
prcdicted for an ex tended thennal source [15], in which thc anisotropy of the electron 
distribution is driven by the tempera ture gradicnts in the extended source. Of course, 
the scattering of the accelerated electrons as they move th roughout the target almo· 
sphere causes the angu lar distribution of the acccleratcd elcctrons, as well as thcir 
HXR polarization signal, to vary from point to point (29). Thus, measuring the polar
ization at different spatial locations in the flare provides II much more discriminating 
diagnostic on the anisotropy of the accelerated electrons, cmphasizing the importance 
of imaging polarimetry. 

Measurement of so lar flare hard X-ray polarization began in the 1970s with a 
series of measuremcnts from the Russian Intercosmos satellites [51,52, 53,54]. How-
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ever, the reliability of these pioneering measurements has been questioned {l2]. 
Attempts to measure solar HXR polarization from a Space Shuttle payload were sim
ilarly inconclusive due to contamination of the lithium SCHIICTer [55]. 

RHESSI is capable of limited non-imaging polarimetry thanks to a small beryl
lium scattercr placed in the detector tray [33]. Solar X-ray photons CampIOn scatter 
off this target into the rear segments of the four nearest-neighbor germanium detec
tors, and the relative count rates in these four detectors provide information on the po
larization. A preliminary polarization signal has been reported [34J from the RHESS[ 
observation ofthe GOES class X4.8 flare 0[2002 July 23, a flare located near the cast 
limb that exhibi ted many of the characteristics associated wi th nonthermal electron 
acceleration and propagation. These include a hard powcr-Iaw photon spectrum [231 
and bright hard X-ray footpo ints [17). The degree of polarization was measured to 
be (15 ±4)% at an angle of (79 ±4)0 counterclockwise from the solar west, COITC

sponding to an angle _ 640 to the local solar radial direction. However, strong and 
consistent gamma-ray line redshifts in this ncar- limb event were reported [381, indi
cating that the magnetic field guiding the trajectories of the emitting particles might 
be significantly non-vertical. This could indeed plausibly account for the measured 
orientation of the polarization vector [14). Unfortunately, these polarization results 
remain questionable because of additional unexplained systematic variations in the 
counting rates of the four detectors neares t the beryl lium scatterer as the spacecraft 
rotates. 

RHESSI's Ge detectors arc a lso active Compton seatterers at higher photon en
ergies (>200 keY), and correlation of coincident counts in adjacent detectors can be 
used to infer the incident polarization. Marginal gamma-ray polarizations have been 
reported at pholon energies in the range 0.2-1.0 MeV in two flares measured from 
such delector-detector eorrelations [9]. In one event on 2003 October 28, the polariza
tion vecto r was reported to be approximately radial with a magnitude of (II ±5)%. In 
the other event on 2002 Ju ly 23, the polarization vector was approximately transverse 
with a magnitude weak ly constrained to lie between 6% and 48%. Also using the 
deteetor-to-delector seauering method, Suarez-Garcia e t al. [48] analyzed RHESSI 
data for seven near-limb nares in the energy range from 100-350 keV. They found 
polariza tion magnitudes ranging from 2% to 54% but with large (10') error bars of 
order 20-30"10. The orientations of the polarization vectors relative to the radial d i
rection ranged from 350 to 8se. Comparison of the ensemble data with various the
oretical predictions allowed rejection of a high-pitch-angle injection model (modelS 
off28J), but were consistent both with other models [28,2] and with 0% polarization. 

Extremely large polarization magnitudes of 50- 70% for the X I 0 flare of2003 Oc
lober 29 have been reported using 20-100 keY data from the CORONAS-F SPR-N 
hard X-ray polarimeter (10,61]. This instrument records photons scattered from a 
series of beryllium plates into a SCI of six scintillation detectors. Such a polariza
tion magnitude is extremely high, especially considering the near-disk-center position 
(S 15W02) of this event. It is far larger than predicted by any model hitherto proposed 
and indeed is at the limit of what can be expected from a model with 100% anisotropy 
in the emilting electron population. Further, the orientation of the polarization plane, 
detennined within a claimed uncertainty of 300

, was parallel to the solar equator, 
representing a near-azimuthal polarization vecto r. Both the magnitude and oricnta-
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tion of such a polarization vector imply a highly non-vertical guiding magnetic fi eld. 
Even more remarkable is Ihat out 0[90 flarcs studied, only 25 had a sufficicmly high 
polarization 10 be detctted, and only three had polarization values as high as those 
exhibited by the October 29 event (61]. Nevertheless, a continuation of this very high 
polari:l'.ation signal would be a powerful constraint on flare models. 

In summary, observations to date are highly inconclusive, in no small part because 
they have been made using instnlmenfs that wen' not optimi=ed or calibra/edfor /he 
measun'melll of pol ariza/ion. With the increasing realization that polarization mca
surements provide uniquely insightful infonnation on the physical processes at work 
in part icle acceleration sites throughout astrophysics, the lime is propi/iolls /0 develop 
an ills/rumem specifically /ailQred to the measurement of.wlar hard X-ray polariza
lion. The energy range from....,10 to 100 keV is particularly pertinent since it is not 
only where thc polarized component of the nonthermal flare emission is the bright
est, it is also where there is a significant contribution from the highest temperature 
themlal sources and whcre photospheric albedo makes its max imum contribution l2, 
26]. Thus, sensitive and rel iable polarization measurements will consti tute a quantum 
leap in capability that can resolve many of the current ambiguities and outstanding 
questions in solar flare physics. 

1.2 Instrument Requirements 

The instrumental requirements are driven by our goal of making imaging X-ray polar
ization measurements of the nonthennal HXR em issions from solar flares at balloon 
altitudes. The primary inSlrumenml requirements are thus driven by the required po
larization sensitivity and imaging capability in the 20-100 keY energy range. Since 
there are, on average, one or two M I or brighter flares per week at solar maximum, 
an instrument must be able to measure polarization in M-class flares to have a high 
probability of success in a single long-duration balloon Oight. Our survey of obser
vational and theoretical literature suggests that a detection limit of better than 10% is 
suffi cient to make meaningful measurements. Also, imaging at the ...., 10 aresec level 
is key to distinguishing the polarization signal from different parts of the flare: e.g., 
the footpoints, the loop tops, and the albedo patches. 

Our instrument concept meets the balloon mission requirements by having suffi
ciently Jarge area, high quantum efficie ncy, and high polarization sensitivity to be a 
suitable detector in the 20-50 keV band. The imaging capability is provided by X
ray modulation collimators in front oflhe detector. Figure I shows the effective area 
of a conceptual design that wou ld require four Time Projection Chambers (TPCs), 
each with a sensitive area of lOx I 0 cm2 and depth of 30 cm. On orbit, this instru
ment would measure polarization in many brighter flares from < 20 keY to > 50 kcV, 
overlapping the energy range above ...., 50 keV covered with instruments using Comp
ton scattering like the Gamma Ray Polarimeter Experiment (GRAPE) [35] and the 
Gamma-Ray ImagingIPolarimeter for Solar Flares (GRI PS) (44}. 
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Fig. I The effective area of our TPC photoelectric polnrimacr concept in low-Eanh orbit and al balloon 
altitude with two different atmospheric palh lengths. The total effective area of the 36 GRAPE modules 
planned for a 2013 balloon flight in Antarctica is shown for comparison [35]. Also shown is the effective 
area of GRIPS with its final complement of detectors (personal communication with Alben Shih). Atmo
spheric attenuation for a palh length of 10 gm em 2 is included in the GRIPS and GRAPE curves shown. 
The GRAPE array will be uncollimated for Ihe 2013 flight and GRIPS has a 50% transmitting grid for 
imaging, whereas ourTPC polarimeter concept includes a 25% tran.mining coll imator for imaging. These 
collimation transm ission factors arc included in the curves shown. 

2 Technical Approach 

In the fo llowing sections, we describe photoelectric time projection polarimeters 
based on gas micropaltem proportional counters, and provide details of OUf proto
type detector module. This technology is also the basis of the X-ray Polarimeter In
strument (XPI) on GEMS [50] and the Gamma-Ray Burst Polarimeter (GRBP) [22] . 
IXPS wi ll use a differen t gas, a larger volume, and higher pressure than used for 
GEMS-XPJ or GRBP to achieve better sensitivity at higher energies. Its design lever
ages off our recent and ongoing work in soft X-ray polarimetry and micropattem 
detector technology (6,5, 7,22]. 

2.1 Photoelectric Polarimetry 

In the X-ray energy range of interest for polarization measurements of solar nares 
(above ~20 keY), photons can interact by two physical processes: photoelectric ab
sorption and Compton scattering. In both processes, the trajectory of the observed 
particle is correlated to the direction of the electric-fiel d vector of the incident photon 
with a polarization-dependent angular distribution modulated as cos2 ljI. IjI is defined 
somewhat differently for the two processes. For Compton scattering, IjI is the azimuth 
angle measured/rom perpendicular /0 the direction of the electric-field vector of the 
incident photon to the direction of the emitted (observed) photon. For photoelectric 
absorption, IjI is the azimuth angle measured/rom the direction o/the electric-field 
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vector of the incident photon to thc direction ofthe emittcd (observed) pholoe!eC(ron. 
The amplitude and phase of this modulmion provides It measure ofthc amplitude and 
phase of the X-ray linear po larization. The instrumental challenge is to measure the 
azimuthal direct ion of the photoclcctron or the Compton-scattered photon. 

Compton scattering becomes favored at encrgics above about 50 keY as the 
Compton cross-section begins to dominate the photoelectric cross-section in common 
detector materials. Solar X-ray polarimetcrs flown so far, R HESSI being !he lates! ex
amplc. have used Compton scattering with a passive low-Z scattcrer surrounded by 
multiple X-ray detectors. Above 100 keY, the technique can be improved by using 
act ive sClltterers that detect thc knock-on electron as in GRAPE [35] or GR IPS [44]. 

Below 100 keY, polarization measurements have recently become practical with 
the development of a highly sensi tive measurement technique based on imaging the 
photoelectron track using a mieropattem gas detector (MPG D) [47J. The sensitivity 
of MPGD polarimeters can be optimiz.ed by implementing a time projection readout 
seheme (6]. These time-projection chambers (TPCs) have been demonstrated as sen
sit ive polarimeters in the 2- 1 0 keY band but have not yet been optimized for higher 
energies. The main advantage of a TPC with a one-dimensional strip readout com
pared to a MPGD with a pixel readout(e.g., [47]) is that ehargediffusion is decoup led 
from interaction depth/quantum efficiency. Also, since the TPC requires only a one
dimcnsional strip readout, it morc readily scales to large volumes. Designs for othcr 
types ofpolarimeters exist covering the 10-100 keY range [47,46]. 

2.2 Photoelectric Polarimetry with a Time-Projection Chamber (TPC) 

As a result of photoelectric absorption. a gas atom ejects a photoelectron preferen
tially in the direction of the incidcnt photon electric field with a sinl 0 cos2 tf1 prob
abil ity distribution, where 0 is the polar angle and, is the polarization sensitive 
azimuthal angle. In the active volume of a TPC, this photoelectron leaves a trail of 
ionization along ils path as it loses energy and mult iple Coulomb scatters in the gas. 
The charges drift towards a Gas Electron Multip lier (GEM)I under the influence ofa 
uniform electric field ( Fig. 2). 

At the detection plane, electron avalanches in the GEM amplify the primary ion
ization and il is collected on the readout strips. The strips are individually instru
mented with continuously sampl ing analog-Io-digital converters (ADCs) 10 measure 
both thc amount of charge and its arrival time (Fig. 2. right). Position information 
nonnal to the strips between the GEM and the drift. electrode is detcrmincd by the 
arrival lime of individua l clusters of primary ionization. The numbers of the hit st rips 
and the arriva l times then allow a track image to be determined as projccted onto the 
XY plane as indicated, with the size of the dots being proportional to the amount of 
charge. The emission direction of each photoelectron is then estimated from the track 
image. Thus, this photoelectric polarimeter is simultaneously sensitive to all phases 
of polarization and docs not require rotation about the Z-axis. Of course, rota tion 

I GEMs IlIld GEMS are distincL acronym' . GEMs (Gas Electron Multipticrs) arc dC1e<:lor clemenLs; 
GEMS (Gravily and Extreme Magneti sm SM£X) is a NASA ExplOf\:r mission [50]. 
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Fig. I 11Iustratioll of the operation of a time projection chamber (TPC). An X-ray phOl0n coters the gas 
volume as shoown along tile -Z axis and '\lifers a pI\Qtoclcctric inl<.:TllctHJn. The l'CSulting photoelectron 
travehi along an irregular path lIS il is scattcrro in multiple Coulomb collisions. The I"(:$ullilll trail of 
ionil'ltion dnfts relauvc:ly slowly under the influence a strong electric field betw~n the GEM and the 
drill <:k:ctrodc. The signah lIK IQId out on multiple suips through charge-sensitive amplifiers (CSAs). 
The digitized wavcfonns on each strip reveal the trnr;k ufdu: phoIocl«tmn projC'ClCd onto the XV plane. 
ll>c time: projoxtion polarimeter uses a Jimplc strip =dout to fOl1ll pi~c1izcd imagct; of photoelectron 
tracks. 11 rooms an image by digitilingihc signal on each anod<; Slrip. Signals proponional IU the: charge 
dcJ.l'O'litcd on each strip arc shown on the left. The resulting imag<: on right shows the interaction point, 
emission angle, and end of the tmek. Each circle has a siz(; pruponional to the deposited charge in cach 
vinual pixc l. In this cxample. the cireles arc on a 130 micron spacing. 

about thc Z-axis would be desirable to allow the orthogonal distance scales to be 
more accurately nonna lizcd and systematic effects to be evaluated. 

The electron track images in a TPC are self-contained so that the cmission angle 
can bc reconstructed without a priori knowledgc of the interaction point. Therefore, 
azimuthal symmctry around the linc of sight is not required to avoid false modulation. 
This also allows the analysis parameters to be optimized after the fact, and provides 
fo r the rejection of background and charged particle cvenls. 

The FWHM energy resolution of this type of TPC detector is '" 0.5£°·5 keY, 
where E is the X-ray p hoton energy in keY. This corresponds to ",2 keV at 20 keY 
and ",3.5 keY at 50 keY, similar to that of sol id-state detectors cnvisioned for 
Compton-scaltcrpolarimetcrs [35]. This high-resolution spectroscopy is a significant 
advantage in handling narrow lincs in the background spectrum and in measuring 
the oftcn very steep thermal solar flare spectra with an equivalent power-law spectral 
index r of > 7 and a potenti ally sharp break to the flatte r nonthermal component at 
higher cnergics. 

Time-projection polarimetry is a technique (Fig. 2) that readi ly scales to the large 
effective areas needed for solar imaging polarimetry using modulation collimators. 
While time-projection polarimctcrs in the 2-1 0 keV band arc well established [7,22], 
they have not previously becn applied to hard X-ray polarimetry. A TPC polarimeter 
with bi-grid modulation coll imators fo r imaging would provide a powerful tool for 
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Fig. 3 E~lImple tracks ofphotoellX:trOM from 6 kcV X-rays. Nocc thaL the faimer end or II tnlCk indicates 
the location of tile photoelectric illtcraction while the brigh1C$t pixels reveal the end poillt of the electron 
",0. 

solar flare investigations by combining large effective area, low systematic errors, low 
background, and good energy resolution. 

In our test chamber, images of the photoelectron tracks from 6 keV X-rays arc 
formed as an array of 24 x24 pixels centered on the event barycentcr. Typical ex
amples arc shown in Fig. 3. Note that the angular ;nfonnaiion is least affected by 
scattering ncar the interaction point [4 1}. The two-stage moments based algorithm 
used 10 estimate the emission angle from the image;s described in [7] . 

Histograms of the emission angles are then fit to the expected functional fonn: 
N(,p) = A + 8cos2(1/1 - ¢Io), where ~ is the angle of the plane of polarization. 
The sensitivity to polari:.attion is defmed by the modulation , p , where II = (Nmax -

N"'in)/(Nmw: + Nmin ) = 8 /(2A +8) and scales from 0 to I. An example of the resu lts 
from this analysis is shown in Fig. 4. 

2.2. J Background Rejection 

For any solar polarization measurement, it is important to reject background events 
from a1l non· solar X-ray sources. During a large fl are, the solar X-ray flux will far 
excecd the non-solar X-ray background but the charged particle fluxes may be an 
issue at balloon altitudes. 

Three techniques can be used to separate the photoelectron t racks of interest from 
the tracks of charged particles passing through the TPC. 

I. Charged particles will produce straight tracks with re la tively unifonn density, 
2. The readout strips closest 10 the edges of the chamber (Fig. 2) will be used to 

define a thin (2 mm) anticoincidence wall on opposite sides of thc TPC. Any 
track seen in either or both of these two walls wil l be rejected. 

3. Many charged particlcs will deposit a tolal encrgy in the TPC outside our range 
of interest between 20 and 50 kcV and can be rejccted on that basis. 

2.2.2 Previous Work 

We have bui lt a large-area prototype TPC polarimeter and have tested il in a variety of 
gases and at different pressures. It consists ofa lOx 10 em2 Sci Energy GEM (shown 
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Flg. 4 Reconstructed emission angles for polarized 6.4 keV X-rays (left) and unpoJarizcd 5.9 keV X-rnys 
(nght). The lines are fits to the expected functional [onn, A + Bcos1 <;>. The modulation factor. p. is a 
measure of the amplitude oftltc response. The polarized data show a clear response. while the unpolarizcd 
data arc consistent with no detected signal below the 3% level. The gas used was 83.3% Nc + 8.3% COl 
+ 8.3% CS2 31 0.63 atm, 

in Fig. 5, left) wi th a 6 em drift distance. The GEM is constructed from two eu 
electrodes separated by ! 00 ,urn of liquid crystal polymer (LCP) insulator with laser
dri lled holes in a hexagonal pattern on a 140 p m pitch. The readout strips arc fonned 
from coppcr strips on FR4 printed circuit board with a pitch of 121 pm. However, 
FR4 outgasses and tends to absorb dimethyl ether(DME) and other gasses that might 
be used. Thus, for a long duration mission with a scaled chamber, the strips can 
be changcd to be similar to the GEMS X-ray polarimeter instrument (GEMS-X PI) 
design, where they arc on a LCP board with a frame to hold them in p lace (shown in 
Fig. 5, right). 

The current prototype electronics were built from commercial off-the-shelf com
ponents to read out a polarimeter that uses a negative-ion gas, e.g., an argon/carbon 
disu lphide (ArlCS2) mixture. With such a gas, the photoelectron tracks exhibit lower 
diffusion and the charge drifts more slowly than in a traditional electron gas, allowing 
the usc of slower, and therefore lower power, electronics. However, detector simula
tions of the expected X-ray interaction rate from an X-class solar flare indicate that 
the slow drift velocity in a negative-ion gas results in track confusion at high rates 
when more than one track occupies a given imaging area during the same readout 
time. Similarly, high background rates can give rise to significant deadtime in a slow 
gas as the charge generated .takes longer to fully collect in the GEM. These effects 
are modest for X-rays from a flare or for background rales on a balloon flight over 
the United States (see Sec. 2.6.1). 
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Fig. S Left: a lOx 10 em2 SciEnelg)' GEM (wilh I'I.'adoUI slrips removed) and Ille drift electrode. Right 
readout desisn for GEMS-XPI with !Ill LCP board lhat could be implemented in the current lO x 10 em2 

desisn 10 minimize outsass;ng. 

2.3 Flight Instrument Concept 

A diagram of the ovcrall arrangement of a large orbital instrumcnt is shown in Fig. 6. 
ThcTPC shown in this figure is 30 em dt."cp requiring three IOxlOem2 GEM stacks. 
Stacking GEMs boosts the signal gain by multiplying the charge at each layer. Imag
ing information is providcd by a bi-grid rotating modulation collimator (RMC) with 
a grid separation of 100 cm. The RJv1C rapidly modulAtes the incident X-roy flux to 
provide information on the spatial Fourier components of the source similar to thc 
RHESS I imaging technique. This rapid modulation requires a fast, electron gas in the 
TPC. 

The concept for a balloon-borne polarimeter requires the following modifications 
of this bas ic design. Thc TPC shown in Fig. 7 is 10 em deep, requiring on ly a single 
GEM stack. To avoid having to rotate the instrument, this concept uses a fixed bi-grid 
collimator,sti ll witha gridseparalionof ~ lOOcm (sec Sec. 2.5 for more delai l). Since 
this techn ique docs not depend on a rapidly modulating signal, a slow, negative-ion 
gas can be used in Ihe TPC. 

Jn design ing a flight instrum ent, thc basic objective is to achieve a minimum 
detectable polarization (MOP) of ,..., 10% for a typical M I flare. The area of the largest 
readily-available GEM was assumed, and various fill gasses, dri ft distances, pitch of 
readout strips, etc., were considered. Optimum detector parameters were determined 
by first selecting a gas, then modeling the modulation as a funct ion of X-ray energy, 
anode pitch, and drift d istance. 

Choosing the best fill gas requires consideration of drift speed, diffusion, and 
mean atomic number. A gas wilh low drift velociry is desirable to achieve high photo
elcctron spatial resolution with relatively low-speed low-power electronics. A gas 
with low electron diffusion a llows tracks to be resolved over a largc drift distance 
thus enlarging the sensitive area. Increasing thc mean atomic number (2) of the gas 
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Fig. 6 Owrvicw of a larg<:- imagillg polarimeter showing tbc TPC with I lOx 10 eml aperture and 30 em 
depth requiring three WIcks of the largcst GEMs now available. Imaging infonmllion with _ 10 arcscc 
n:501ution would be provided by tbc b.-grid ro\.aIing modulation collimator (RMC) with 11K: front and raJ 

grids sepamtcd by 100 em. 

Fig. 7 CUla\\"3)' dtawmg of 
a single-module TPC using a 
sUlek or IO x lOem' GEMs(only 
one GEM shnY.ll) with rcaOOut 
stri ps parallel 10 the Z-axis. The 
drift electrode (on top of the 
shaping eI«rrodcs) and the pres· 
su~ chantber (enc1osu~) a~ 

also sho>.o,·n. Solar X-rays inei
dent from tbc left ncar-paralk:1 
to the -Z direction pass through 
11K: window sh0-.001l behind IlK: 
Sfiffrning supports built 10 with. 
stand Ihc J BUll diffCfClltial gas 
prcssu~. 

increases the stopping power and therefore the quantum effic iency ofa detector for 
a given size and gas pressure. But increasing Z also increases scatlering and short
ens the usable track extent, making it harder to rcconSlructlhe ini tial direction of the 
photoelectron. Furthermore, thc incident X-ray energy must be at least TWice Ihe K
shell energy of the ab!>Orber in order to produce a large modu lation. This constraint 
and increased scanering eliminates xenon-based gases for a 20--50 keY polarimeter, 
but argon and krypton meet the criteria. 

Wc initi ally modeled detectors filled with 70:30 Ar:DME (an clectron drift gas) 
fo r different gas pressures, drift distances, and rcadoul p itches, and selected param
clers Ihat maximized polarization sensitivity. The simulations show Ihallhe modula-
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Fig. If Simulations at 30 keY 
showing that the modulation 
amplitude is approximately con
stant for a given readout pitch 
for drift distances (interaction 
hcights) oflcss than - 200 mm. 

tion amplitude at 30 keY is largely independent of drift distances less than ",20 em 
(Fig, 8). Based on this study, we selected a pressure of 3 atm, a maximum drift dis
tance of 10 em, and a 1 SO ,urn pitch readout for the flight detector concept. This 
is within the capabilities of many printed circuit board manufacturers. Owing to its 
lower diffusion, we expect that a negative-ion drift gas would exhibit a flatter modu
[alion response above,...., I 0 cm, where some drop-off is apparent wilh Ar:DME. 

A negative-ion dri ft gas would also allow the use of slow and therefore economi
cal low-power readou t electronics. Additionally, such slow gasses facilitate suppres
sion of electronics noise by allowing additional filtering and sample-averaging. For 
the purpose of the scnsitivi ty estimates reported in Sec. 2.6.1, we use the negative
ion drift gas 94 :6 Ar:CS2 since gain data near 1 atm in a GEM have been published 
for this patticular mixture [36]. Dri ft velocity and diffusion data have been published 
for other Ar:CS2 mixtures [40] allowing the use of Blanc's law [8, Ch, 2] to infer 
the drift velocity fo r the 94:6 ratio. The drift velocity of ions is propottional to EIP 
(£ = electric field; P= pressure) up to fields far beyond what we would consider. Ion 
diffusio n is usually indepcndent of P. Drift and diffusion ofCS2 ions have both been 
found to remain thermal ncar I atm in helium [32]. 

Extrapolation of the 0,92 atm (700 Torr) Ar:CSz data in [36] to 3 31m indicates 
that a single GEM layer would not provide adequate gain for photoelectron tracking. 
The extrapolation involves using a simplified ( I-dimensional Gaussian) model of the 
field in a GEM hole and integrating the first Townsend coefficient, 0:, 10 detennine 
the gain. The fonn 0: = pA exp( - Bpi E ) [601 is assumed with A and B fit from the 
700 Torr data. Based on field calculations and other data, we assume an electron 
transparency (the frac tion of primal)' electrons entering the avalanche region) of 0.8. 
Published val ues for A and B are not available fo r Ar:CS2 mixtures but we verified 
the accuracy of the model with a common electron drift gas (Ar + I 0% CH4 at 600 
Torr). Generally, we find a net GEM gain ofal least 2000 is needed to produce track 
images above the noise threshold. For an Ar:CS2 mixture at 3 atm, a stack of three 
GEMs would most likely be needed 10 exceed a net gain of2000. 
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Tablr I Quantities mfl ucrxmg photoelectron IfaCk quality. 

Average driA dbtancc 
Pi~",l si7.C 
Drin diffusion (pi ~cls) 

PhoIocltttron CIlCIJY 
Photoelectron CSDA~ range (pixels) 
4~ (pixels) 
F.1U1ic scattering angle'" 

Ne + 8.3% C~ + 8.3% CS1 
0.63 atm 

O.4cm 
132 pm 

0.24 

5.S keV 
13 

0.22 
5.5' 
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Ar + 6% CS1 
,,~ 

s= 
ISO~m 

1.2 

20 kcV 
17 

0.058 
6. ' 0 

SOkcV 

" 0.13 
2.2" 

CSDA-Continuous Slowing Down Approximation for ionization cnc'i)' lou. 

~ ) .. - pholOelrxtmn clastic sealtcring mc3.n tree path [43]. 

A small IIngie approximation is us.xI here only for comparison purp<.>scs (5CC text for discussion). 

In the design shown in Fig. 7, the aperture of thedclcctor is lOx 10 cm2. The depth 
is 10 em, which rcsulL~ in an absorption probabi li ty of 25% at 20 keY. For a fixed 
GEM area, if is more advanlagcous to further improve effective area by increasing the 
aperture rather than increasing depth. It may be advantageous to increase the pressure. 
but we limited it to 3 atm because, at that level, we bel ieve it poses a relatively simple 
engineering problem. 

Table I compares quantities influencing the quality ofphotoclcetron tracking in 
two gas mixtures at 5.5 keY (where we have polarization measuremcnts) and 20-
50 keY (whcre wc do not yet have polarization measurcmcnts). 2 The "clastic scat
tering angle" is based on a least-squares fit of the central ponion of the full cross
sections from l43J to a Gaussian distribution. The best-fit single-seattcr "sigma" is 
mult iplicd by ../N, whcre N is thc mean number of scatter.> occurring over the pixel 
size (at a fixed energy). This approximation neglects very large single-scatters which 
are likcly to occur at some points along the track. 

Although the distance between elastic collisions is much shoner in gas at 3 atm, 
this is offsct by higher energy electrons having a longer rangc and smaller single
scattering angles. Modulation data using the Ne:C02:CS2 gas is shown in Fig. 4. 

2.4 Detector Unit 

The detector shown in Fig. 7 would be operated as a sea led propon ional counter 
inside a pressure chamber. This s implifies the construction and operation of the 
detector. Prior to operation, the chambcr can be evacuated w ith a turbomolccular 
pump but the sea led operation rcquires the use oflow out-gassing materia ls and tech
niques similar to vacuum practices for the 10-9 Torr range in order for the gas diffu
sion and drift velocity to remain stable over days or weeks required for long-duration 
balloon flights. 

2 For nCOll. !hc: K-cd~ is O.87keV. Thus !he POO!octcetron cnc:rgy is n:dua;d from!he: 6 .4 k\:V X·ray 
CrlCrgy by th is amount in the neon-based mixlUR:. For the sake (lf simpli'ity. we neglco;t!he K~gcs (lfthe: 
other elemcnlS in this comparison. 
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Scaled operations also require vacuum and pressure transducers, high-voltage 
feedthroughs for biasing the drift electrode and GEM, and low-voltage feedthroughs 
for signals and ASIC power. A 125 1J m aluminum window with a metal slrongback 
allows most (>80%) incidcnt X-ray photons above 15 keY to enter the active region 
between the drin electrode and the GEM stack. Inside the chamber, field .shaping 
electrodes surround the active region to eliminate false modulation arising from drift
field non-unifonnity, creating an electric field that is unifonn in magnitude to '" I % 
and in direction to a few degrees. To minimize out-gassing material , only the ASICs 
arc mounted in the chamber. 

A stack of GEMs with 140 11m pilch and 10xi0 cm2 area from either SciEnergy 
or Tech-Etch can be used in the flight unit based on on-going evaluations. 

The readout strips can be fabricated on LCP similar to the 3 x3 cm2 strips buil t 
for GRBP and the 2x5 cm2 strips for GEMS-XPI. Strips are typically placed I mm 
beneath the GEM stack. 

The dctector module consists of 640 readout strips with a pitch of 150 /Jm. The 
strips can be read out by 5 ASICs, with each strip individually instrumented similar 
to the GEMS-XPI design (see Fig. 5, right). 

The higher the drift field , the lower the diffusion and faster the ions. 10 kV is 
the highest drift voltage that is economical and easily insulated. This would provide 
a drift velocity of about 600 cmls with Ar:CS2 94:6 at 3 atm. For this drift velocity, 
strips would be readout at a rate of 40.3 kHz to make lime bins equivalent to the 
chosen spatial pitch of 150 .urn. 

The Instrument Control Electronics (ICE) include a low-voltage power supply 
(LVPS), high-voltage power supply (HVPS), engineering data system (ED5), and 
command and data handling (C&DH). The balloon payload could reuse the GRBP 
electronics design described bclow. 

The FPGA on the GRBP command and data handling (C&DH) board includes 
both the interface with the ICE, an instrumcnt data processing funct ion, and the bal
loon RS422 interface. 

Two controllable high-voltage supplies arc used to bias the detector: a negative 
8 kV supply for the drift electrode 10 allow adjustment of the drift velocity and a 
negative 2 kV supply with a voltage-divider cireuil to control the GEM electrodes 
relative to the strips. The negalive 8 kV supply will also provide the voltages for 
the field cage around each detector. The C&DH board has a 17 x 17 cm2 footprint. 
The electronics enelosure Ihat houses the four boards and constitutes the instrument 
electronics box. For a balloon-borne instrument, special care must be taken to avoid 
high-voltage breakdown at the partial pressures at balloon altitudes. Consequently, 
the IXPS electronics box would be enclosed in a pressurized chamber at I atm that 
is mounted directly to the TPC pressurized enclosure so Ihat no HV lines will be 
exposed to the partial pressure. 

The overall parameters of the IXPS instrument are shown in Table 2. 
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TabLe 2 Estimated i1llitrumcnl payload paramclC!'5. 

Mass 20 kg 

Volume 
Active 10 em)( 10 em x 10 em = 1000 eml 

Delector and clcrtronics 30 em x 50 em x 25 em 
Collimator.; 10 em )( 10 em front and rear scpanncd by 100 em. 

Power 30 WIllIS 

Data Rate 2 Gb)'1CS pel X-class flirt' 

2.5 Imaging Capability 

Imaging X-ray po larimetry with an angular resolution of bettcr than 10 arcscc can 
determine the polarization of different sources in a flare (e .g., the separntc fcotpoints 
and loop tops). This capabil ity can be achieved by measuring the spatial Fouriercom
poncnts of the X-ray nare as is done with RH ESSI. RHESS I measures hundreds of 
Fourier components by using a bi-grid modulation collimator placed above each of 
its nine gennanium detectors and spinning the whole spacecraft about a Sun-pointed 
axis. The col limators have grids with different slit pitches, a llowing a range of souree 
sizes between 2 and 180 arcseconds to be covered. No spatial infonnation is required 
of the germanium detectors in this design. Although such a techn ique could be used 
for imaging X-ray po larimetry on II future space mission (assuming an electron gas 
and fast electronics), rota ting a balloon-borne instrument about the direction to the 
Sun is not feasible and rotllting individual bi-grid coll imators is not easy. Conse
quently, for initial balloon flights, a modified, non-rotating approach can be used 
that takes advantage of the one·dimensional spatial infomlation in the TPC. This ap
proach uses stationary hi-grid co llimators with grid pitches and orientations choscn 
to generate Moire fri nges in the detector plane. Judicial choices for these parameters 
allow the Moire fringes to be oricnted at any desired angle relative to the grid-slat 
direction (which is pcrpendieularto thc direct ion of the sampled Fourier component) 
(Fig. 9). The phase and amplitude of these Moire fringes are related to the corre
sponding spatial Fourier components of the souree region, but mcasuring them docs 
require a detector with spatial information in one dimension. A TPC is suitable for 
this purpose. 

The statistics fo r a typical M·class flarc detected with lXI'S do not warrant the 
mcasurement of hundreds of Fouricr components that RH Essr is capable of doing. 
However, measurement of just a few judiciously chosen Fouriercomponents can pro
vide enough infonnat ion to separate the different flare sources, cspecially if contem
poraneous images of the flare arc available in the same energy rangc from a different 
instrument such as RHESSI. Consequently, we envision measuring just four Fourier 
components covering severnl diffcrent orientations about the Eanh·Sun line but with 
the same spatial period (- 10 urcseconds), chosen to cover the expected source di
mensions and separations. 

The TPC can meDsure the amplitude and phase of a Moire fringe by determin
ing the position of the photoelectric interaction for each measured electron track in 
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Collimating grids 
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Fig. 9 X-rays passing Ihrough 
a bi-grid rol1imatOf produce 11 
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is controlled by 1"'"0 pa!"II!IlI:!Cn 

thai affeet fringing in orthogo
nal dirccliOll$---lhc difference in 
tile pitch of the tW(! grids and 
tile diffcrcncc in IhI.: roll ll1gleof 
tile slits in the IW(! grids. Judicial 
choicc of the$(: tw(! panmetCI"$ 

(hen: 8% pitch diffCfCflCe and 
So roU an8le difference) res",11S 
in Moire: fringes at the desired 
angle IdaliY(: 10 IhI.: mean grid_ 
slit rol1 ans le (here - 45°). In 
principle, only one period ofdte 
Moire pattern is needed 10 de
lerminc Ihe phase lind amplitude 
required 10 cha!1l(:terize ~ single 
spatial Fourier romponenl ohlle 
source. 

the plane perpendicular to the direct ion to the Sun (X-Y plane in Fig. 6 and 7). In 
the drin direction (X axis), thc posi tion of the photoelectric interaction cannot be de
termined accurately, although some information can be obtained from the increased 
track dispersion with drift distance. However, in the orthogonal direction (Y uis), 
the posit ion of the photoelectric interaction is determined with sub-mm accuracy by 
idcnti fy ing the strip atthc start of the e lectron track. To measure a Fourier compo
nent in any direction, the re lative pitch and orientation of the sl its of the front and 
rear grids are arranged to produce Moire fringes that are al igncd perpcndicularto this 
spatially sensi tive direction- see Fig. 9. 

Thc detailed desig n of the coll imator system can be based on an analysis of 
RHESSI images for typical M- and X-class flares to determine the optimum Fourier 
components to measure. Grids with a pitch of 100 11m (ncar that of the third finest 
RHESSI grids) scparated by I m (cf. 1.55 m fo r RHESSI) would give a FWHM an
gular rcso lution of - 10 arcscc. This would be adequate for gcncrdting the required 
Moire fringes and separating the different narc sources of interest for polarimetry. We 
cnvision four grid pairs, each one covering a separate 2.5 x I 0 cm2 section of the TPC. 
The relat ive s lit pitch and orientation of the two grids of each pair can be specified 
to gcneratcjust one period of the Moire fringe in that section as needed to dctermine 
uniquely the phase and amplitudc of the corresponding spatial r ouriercomponcnt of 
the X-ray sourcc on the Sun. 

2.6 Sensitivi ty Estimation Techniques 

In this scction, we outline the techniques used for the calculation of thc polariza
tion sensitivity of the flight instrument. The analysis shows more than an ordcr-of
magnitude increase in sensitivity to flare polarization over existing instruments. 
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To estimate the detector sensi tivity to polarization, we have written detector simu
lation and track-reconstruction code thai predicts the sensit ivi ties of various polarime
ter configurations. The software reproduces the measured modulation for 4.5 keY X
rays [6], and produces resu lts in agreement with similar simulations [4]. The code 
simulates photoelectrons emitted with a s in2 e cos2 t/I probabili ty distribution and an 
isolropically distributed Auger electron. For each photoelectric interaction, the two 
electrons propagate through the detector gas according to a single scattering model 
developed for electron microscopy [24J. Ionization electrons produced along the track 
arc propagated with diffusion through the drift region to the GEM. Each ionization 
electron produces an avalanche with proportional counter statistics. The avalanche 
electrons are each assigned to a virtual detector pixeL The photoelectron track recon
struction algorithm fo llows the prescription described in (7]. Thc simulation predicts 
a modulation fac tor of > 50% across the 10 em drift region (Fig. 8). 

Because thc measured modulation is a positive-definite quantity, even an unpolar
izcd source can give an apparent posi tive polarization . The sens it ivity of a polarimctcr 
is therefore expressed as the minimum detectable polarizatioll (M DP), a polarization 
result that is statistica lly un likely to arise from an unpolarizcd sourcc. The MOP is a 
function of instrumental propert ies, the sourcc strength, S, and the observing time, t. 
At the 99% confidence level. 

4.29 (ESA + B) '/2 MDP=--
Ell-SA t 

(1) 

where £ = quantum efficiency, 11 = modulation factor, A = collecting area, and B = 
background rate [56). 

In the strong source approximation valid for bright solar flares detectcd by IXPS, 
S.» B, the MOP scales with instrument parameters as I /J1vEA. Thc quantity I1 veA 
may be used as an instrumental figure-of-merit dependent on detector dimensions, 
gas, pressure, etc. 

To calculate MDP for an instrument, the modulation factor 11 (E) is weighted by 
the number of events per unit energy as detennined from the source spectrum, the 
detector quantum efficiency, and the collimator transmission. Finally, the broadband 
modulation factor (Jl) and the cxpected number of source counts arc used to calculate 
the MOP. 

2.6. / Sensitivity Estimate 

To characterize the ins trument sensitivity, we use the spectra measured with RHESSI 
for an M 1.2 flare that occurred on 2002 April 15149J and an X4.8 narc that occurred 
on 2002 July 23 L3 IJ . WC use a 200 s integration tim e when the nare was brightest 
in cach easc. A longcr integration time would be possible for longer duration flares 
resulting in commensurately beller (i.e., lower) MOP values. 

The flux for Ihe MI.2 flare was _(E /(28.4keV)) - 6.2 photons s-I cm- 2keV- 1 

with photon energy E in keY. For the X4.8 fl are, the flux was ..... (E/(66.2 keV))-6.4 

for E < 20 keV and ..... (E/( 13.3 keV»-7.7 fo r E :?: 20keV. These fonnulae are only 
provided for reference. The actual MOP calculation uscd log-log interpolation of 
tabulated data. 
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To avoid modeling a flare, the llux is summed over all regions of a flare. This leads 
to a lower MOP estimate than actually would be found from imaging a particular 
region of a llare. Despite this. (he likelihood of observing a significant polarization 
through imaging wou ld be enhanced sincc the polarization percentage would not be 
dilutcd by regions with relatively unpolarized emission. For example, if most of the 
source strength were unpolarized and background small, the MDP estimate wi thout 
imaging wou ld scale as _ S-I /2 (Eq . I) bUi the measured polarization percentage 
would degrade as _ 5- 1• When imaging a particular region, S would be smaller but 
the measured polarization percentage would be mostly independent of S (assuming 
sufficient angular resolution). 

The effects of an X-ray bi-grid modulation collimator with an average transm is
sion of 2S% (equal s lat and sli t widths) and a window equivalent to 12S pm of 
aluminum plus a strongback with 100/. obscuralion is ineluded in the calculation. 
The assumed atmospheric path length at the balloon altitude was taken as S g cm- 2 

from Palestine, Texas, and 10 g cm - 2 in Antarctica with the Sun's elevation anglc 
of 4So and 30°, respectively. The MOP values obtained in this w3y are summarized 
in Table 3. They show that with a single 10xlOxlO cm) Tre the instrument has 
high polarization sensitivity to the X-elass flare from both Palestine and Antarctica, 
whereas any polarization of an M I flare could only be determined from Palestine 
with an MOP of 13%. We expect that polarization of an MS flare would be detectable 
at the '""' IS% level from Antarctica if it lasted for > I 0 min. If the X-ray flare rate 
matches the averagc of the previous three cycles, then we can expect to see at least 
one such flare or larger during a > IO-day Antarctic balloon flight. Likewise, for a 
6-hour balloon flight, we can expeCI 10 see a flare of class at least M I ..... 20"1a of the 
time. 

The detector deadtime in recording an event is the digitizer readout time of 
-100 p s. An X I flare will produce about 104 events per second in each detector, 
so readout deadtime will be -SO"/o. However, it will be precisely measured allowing 
an accurate determination of the flux of incident photons from the rate of events that 
are actually recorded. Track confusion eaused by photoelectrons produced through
out the volume should not be significant at this rate. [t is only a problem if two tracks 
occupy the same imaging area during the readout time. Since a typical track will be 
..... 1 em long, Ihe re levant area is only - J cm2 as compared to the 100 cm2 total area . 
Thus, the rate of tracks that will be confused in thc readout will be down by this ra
tio of 100. However, tracks from proton background can be much longer, preventing 
collection of simultaneous X-rays while charge from these events is collected in thc 
GEM. 

To estimate the deadtime from charged panicles, we assume that the maximum 
deadtime per track is 17 ms- the time for charge to drift from the drift electrode to 
the GEM. Based on the cosmic-ray background simulator results prescnted by [37], 
we estimate a count rate of - 60 s- t passing through the detector in Palestine and 
-200 s -1 in Antarctica. The deadtime from particles is small in Palestine but not for 
M-class flares in Antarctica wherc the X-ray rate is low and the panicle rate is high. 
(For a mission to Antarctica, use of an electron gas such as an Argon-OME mixture 
with fast read·out eb::tronies may be justified despite the additional cost and powcr 
consumption.) For the MOP calculations, we assumed that all of these particle events 



T.blt J Estimated MOP vall.lCS al crocrgies above _20 keY for 200 $ al the peak of twu flam with 
diffcn:nt GOES class for Ihe propo$Cd single TPC polarimctcr (In balloon Hi&lrts from Palestine (Texas) 
and Antarctica. and for. possible funm: instnJ~t in space with 12 lirTICS tl\(: scru;itivc vulumc using 
4 TPCs each with 3x the volane. To avoid modeling a Hare, tile flux is summed over all regions ora 
flare. This gives a more optimistic MOP eSlimate than would aClually be obu.incd with grids. Grid-based 
imaging would provide separate MDPs for different regions of the flare. Although each each region would 
have a higher MOP, grid-hued imaging would enhance Ihe likelihood of observing higher polarizalion 
regions of the flare since th(' polari r.alion perecnlllge would be less diluted by low polarization regions. 

Palestine, TX Anlllretica Space 

Mean wbr clcv. angle ". )if 

AImoS. path length 5 gem- l 10gem l 
TPC volume 161 cm1 103 eml I2 x 161 em) 

""'" No Yo No Yn Y~ 

GOES M1.2 flare 13% 23% 2% 
GOES X4.8Han: 3% 4% 6% 11% 2% 

can be identified and rejected using the various techniques discussed in Section 2.2. 1, 
and will not degrade the analysis of photoelectron events. 

For larger flares giving an even higher rate, some track confusion and uncertainty 
in the deposited energy estimates can be expected. In that case, a movable shutter 
system can be devised to restrict the aperture to a narrow (_ I em wide) strip across 
the detector perpendi cular to the strips. This would reduce the counting rate by a 
factor of 10 while stil] allowing the amplitude and phases of the Moire fringes to 
be accurately measured. This shutter system would restrict the sensitive area at all 
energies equally. Such a shutter system wi ll be necessary on a satellite instrument 
but is probably not justified on a long-duration balloon fli ght since thc probability of 
seeing such large flares that only occur a few times per solar cycle is so low. 

2.6.2 Testing and Calibration 

TPC systematics must be detcnnined with sufficient accuracy to allow an MDP of2% 
or less for a sufficiently larg~ flare. We estimate modulations of approximately 50%, 
so this requirement translates to understanding thc response to unmodulated X-rays 
to I % at the 99% level of confidence. 

Initial testing can be pcrfonned in an established configuration used for testing 2-
10 keY polarimeters. The polarimeter can be tested with a NclC02 /CS2 mixture at a 
pressure of - I atm and with an existing 100% polarized 6.4 and 6 keY X-ray souree. 
For tests at these lower energies, a beryll ium window is used rather than aluminum. 

The modulation must be measured as a func tion of energy, drift distance, and 
pressure in the expected operating range. Measuring the response to X-rays from 
radioisotope decay is the best cnd-to-cnd calibmtion in the laboratory. The unmodu
lated response can be measured with unpolarized 60 keY X-rays from a 1 mCi 241 Am 
source. This is bright enough to allow a scareh for calibration variations on time
scales from minutes 10 days. Lower energy X-ray sources such as I1)9Cd (22 keY) 
can be used to span the relevant energy range o f 20-50 keY. 3 The 241 Am results can 

j 0. 1 mCi at 22 kcV should have comparable detection rate to I mei II 60 keY. 
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be compared to techniques that directly measure the drift velocity with a VV laser 
calibration system [I) . 

Polarized X-rays rrom 20-50 keY can be obtained rrom a variety of terrestrial 
sources: from a synchrotron such as the NSLS at Brookhaven National Laboratory, 
from Compton scatte ring of unpolarized X-rays at 90° of incidence [42], or from 
Bmgg scattering (reflection) of unpolarized X-rays through 90" ofT sYnihetie dia
mond [45]. 

2.6.3 Crab Sensitivity 

We estimate a count rate of 0.8 counts s- I from the Crab nebula plus pulsar for the 
IOxlOxlOem3 detector shown in Fig. 7 filled with 3 atm of Ar:CS2 94:6 and with no 
modulation collimator. We assume an atmospheric overburden of 5 g cm- 2, a Crab 
spectrum of I OE - 2. L p hotons em -2 s-I keV- 1 [59], and integrate the resulting count 
rate from 15- 50 keY. Under the assumption that the source rate is large compared 
to the background, and that the modulation factor (11) is 0.5 across the energy band, 
a polarizalion could be detected with 99% confidence at > 19% x ";(/4 hrs where 
f is the net on-souree observing time. The Crab nebula is known to be polarized 
al the level of 19% 31 5.2 keY [58] and appears 10 increase to over 40% al higher 
energies (13]. Thus, such an instrument would be able 10 provide a useful measure of 
the Crab polarization. 

Note that the background of relevance in Ihe calculation of the MDP is the rale of 
tracks thaI appear 10 be photoelectrons. II docs not include events that can be elimi
nated as being from othcrorigins as discussed above. Even if this residual background 
rate is equal to the souree mle, polariZation from the Crab nebula could still be de
tected in a 4-hour or greater exposure. The pulsar may dilute the total polarization 
signal, but as the pulsur contributes a modest fraction of the overall counts ("-' 15% in 
our energy band), the conclusion remains that Ihe proposed instrument could measure 
the polarization in a band with peak sensit ivity between 20 and 30 keY. 
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